Nuclear survivin is a powerful novel prognostic marker in gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumor disease.
Gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors represent a heterogeneous tumor entity. The growth pattern ranges from very slowly to fast growing, aggressive types of tumors. Survivin, a member of the family of apoptosis inhibitors, is a bifunctional protein that suppresses apoptosis and regulates cell division. In this study we determined the prognostic value of survivin in this tumor entity. Tumor specimens from 104 patients (38 foregut, 53 midgut, 13 hindgut) were studied immunohistochemically for cytoplasmic and nuclear survivin expression as well as for ki-67 antigen expression. 5-year-follow-up was complete in 89 patients. 29 patients with localized, well-differentiated gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (WDET, WHO class 1) had been curatively treated by surgical or endoscopic tumor resection. 50 patients suffered from well-differentiated endocrine carcinomas (WDEC, WHO class 2), 10 patients were diagnosed with poorly differentiated neuroendocrine carcinomas (PDEC, WHO class 3). Survivin expression was correlated with survival for the 50 patients with metastatic WDEC disease. All 29 WDETs were negative for nuclear survivin, whereas all 10 PDECs stained positive for nuclear survivin. In the 50 patients with metastatic WDECs, 5/50 (10%) tumors were nuclear survivin positive. Those 5 patients had a statistically significant worse prognosis (survival of 41 vs. 103 months, p=0.01). ki-67 was not a prognostic factor in this subgroup of patients. Nuclear survivin expression thus appears to be upregulated during progression of gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors. The analysis of nuclear survivin expression identifies subgroups in metastatic disease (WHO class 2) with good (survivin-) or with less favorable prognosis (survivin+). We propose that the determination of nuclear survivin expression could be used to individualize therapeutic strategies in this tumor entity in the future.